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 INTRODUCTION: ABOUT CELEBRATE  

Whalley Range Youth Opportunities Association (WRYOA) staged the first Celebrate 

festival in 1998 as a youth arts festival at the GMB College. Celebrate now has its own 

constitution and has continued to run an annual event in partnership with Whalley Range 

Community Forum (WRCF) and other local partners, for 23 years.  

The annual volunteer-led Celebrate festival brings people of different ages, faiths, cultures, 

community groups, musicians, performers, schools, local businesses, and service providers 

together to share information and showcase talent and achievement. 

To enable community capacity-building, local people are recruited to run our art, music and 

dance workshops as well as showcasing work at Celebrate, which is entirely run by volunteers 

from the community, members of Whalley Range Community Forum, Whalley Range Youth 

Opportunities Association, and projects based at the JNR8 Youth & Community Centre. 

 

The aims of the group are to are to: 

• Celebrate the talent, diversity and resources of Whalley range 

• Promote a positive image of the area and improve the quality of life 

• Encourage participation of the different communities within the area, 

• Work in an anti-discriminatory, and inclusive way (i.e. be low cost and barrier free). 
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Celebrate Connections 

Unfortunately, after running an event every year since 1998 it wasn’t possible to get together 

in 2020 – due of course to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

As one of the main aims of Celebrate is to bring the community together and as we 

approached the June 2021 relaxing of Covid-19 restrictions - the Celebrate Steering group 

decided that in the absence of a festival day of participatory workshops, we would run a 

week-long Covid-safe programme of activities, workshops and events – across the whole of 

Whalley Range - to encourage more people to get involved…we sent invitations to get 

involved to all our Whalley Range community groups and partners. 

Celebrate Connections included walks, workshops, arts and crafts, planting and growing, 

doorstep music performances and concerts, online workshops, artistic bench signs, banner 

making and bike repairs.  

We distributed hundreds of creative and wellbeing packs and made new friends of all ages…  

 

Covid impact, mutual aid and Celebrate Connections 

In terms of isolation and anxiety the information about the pandemic was particularly 

confusing for those without internet access - and worries about the Covid-19 vaccination and 

government restrictions impacted negatively on people's mental health. 

The mutual aid and WhatsApp groups (over 40 groups in Whalley Range) were a lifeline to 

many - as reliable information could be shared, concerns about myths and scams around 

Covid could be addressed and people were signposted and referred to more reliable sources 

of information.  

Many of the groups provided a phone number to support people without internet access - and 

the networks were used to request shopping and support for shielding and isolated neighbours 

- and included translated information for people for whom English wasn’t their first language.  

The street groups were very representative of our diverse communities with everyone coming 

together during the pandemic via the WhatsApp, sharing good news and greetings during 

religious festivals etc. 

For Celebrate the mutual aid groups were used to share information about the event, to 

identify people who would benefit from a wellbeing and creative pack - and to recommend 

isolated/shielding neighbours to the Celebrate team - who arranged a doorstep music 

performance as part of Celebrate Connections. 
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We held wellbeing resilience sessions in the lead up to Celebrate (and beyond) - aimed at 

supporting people who were nervous about starting to leave their homes as government 

restrictions lifted, to address their anxieties and develop strategies to build confidence in 

themselves to move forward.  

The courses are very popular, and attendees are now meeting monthly as a wider group - and 

we are seeking additional funding to continue. 
 

Funding 

Our Awards for All grant was carried over from the previous year - still meeting the funding 

criteria but adapted to address the impact of Covid. 

The Forum's main funding includes a yearly contribution to pre-festival workshops - to 

engage with the community, encourage participation and showcase work at the festival. This 

funding was invaluable for Celebrate Connections as we were able to run a series of 

workshops throughout the whole week and reached a much wider audience.                           

(Our Celebrate Facebook page 'likes' increased by 68% during the festival postings) 

A small mental health and wellbeing grant from buzz and Manchester City Council was used 

to put welfare/care packs together and over 80 packs were distributed as part of Celebrate 

Connections, via our own contacts, referrals, mutual aid groups and housing schemes. 

A grant from the Manchester Neighbourhood Health and Wellbeing Development Fund 

addressed the mental health and wellbeing impact of Covid which had a devastating effect on 

many people.  

The grant was used to address isolation and promote wellbeing through resilience and 

confidence-boosting courses and music and performance: visiting people at home/in housing 

schemes who couldn't or were reluctant to leave their homes - and busking on their doorsteps! 

(Socially distanced of course!) 

Funding for the Big Bike Revival and one of the small Celebrate Connections grants was 

used to run bike repair and maintenance workshops for young people and the local 

community, organised by the Bike Hive and volunteers. 

We distributed grants to six community initiatives in Whalley Range as part of the festival. 

 

 

The Forum is a Co-op Local Community Cause until Saturday 23rd October 2021! 

If you haven’t chosen a cause this year – please consider us!  

Find out more at https://membership.coop.co.uk/causes/52233 

To become a Co-op member please visit: https://membership.coop.co.uk/new-registration# 
 

See what we achieved last time we were chosen in 2018: https://tinyurl.com/y2jljsal  

 

 

https://membership.coop.co.uk/causes/52233
https://membership.coop.co.uk/new-registration
https://tinyurl.com/y2jljsal
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Creative Packs, Art Trail and Community Workshops 

 

 

 

One focus of the week-long Celebrate Connections festival was to encourage people across 

the whole of Whalley Range to display art in their windows and on their doorsteps to form a 

Celebrate Art Trail.  

Pre-festival school workshops were part of the art trail, with Rangoli and Mandala chalk 

designs on display outside schools - along with a banner outside JNR8 made by young people 

at Whiz. People had their windows decorated by Celebrate festival artists - and signs were 

created for the age-friendly benches. 

To inspire people to get involved we provided some pre-festival ideas, workshops, online 

tutorials and resources to decorate windows and pavements. We provided a range of creative 

packs for children and young people, with arts and crafts materials and an instruction sheet, 

seedling growing packs with seeds and art materials and a flag making kit to make flags and 

banners to display in windows.  

We also provided mindful painting and wellbeing/pamper packs for adults. 

We held 2 Covid-safe ‘Open Days’ for collection of the packs for Celebrate Connections - 

and encouraged everyone to display their completed artwork for the art trail.  

We met a diverse range of families and residents of all ages, lots of engagement and very 

well received! 

 100 wellbeing packs (including lavender spray/art book/slippers/notebook/pen and more) 

 80 art packs, (including notepad/chalk/paint/stencils/sponges/colour-in/mosaics/activities) 

 50 stitched up ‘fly your flag five ways’ packs  

 50 Wigan STEAM seedling growing/foraging/creative boxes 

 Extras: doorway puppet theatre, stamp pads, felt window hangings, Co-op arts & crafts  

We were also able to provide creative packs for the children who missed out on the JNR8 

playscheme as attendance had to be reduced due to Covid. 
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Face-to-face workshops 

Due to Covid restrictions, our face-to-face workshops - traditionally held at the main 

Celebrate festival day in the park – were adapted for Covid-safety with a mix of small 

workshops – some following the rule of 6 as required - and online Zoom workshops - leading 

up to and during the week of activities. 

Celebrate pop-up music banner workshops  

2 pre-festival workshops took place at JNR8 with artist Shelli Le Fay and friends, to create 

two pop-up music banners for the busking/performances - highlighting the  

‘CELEBRATE CONNECTIONS’ link 
 

Whiz graffiti Celebrate banner workshop  

The young people at WHIZ co-designed a Celebrate Connections banner with a local graffiti 

artist Jme Dzynz – who works with young people and has recently worked on the                

Old Trafford Art/Mosaic trail.  

He is also currently running graffiti workshops at a Whalley Range primary school 

Big Bike Revival family bike maintenance workshops 

Held at JNR8 during Celebrate week: The Bike Hive and volunteers provided three 

workshops aimed at young people - and one for local families.  

“Just wanted to say thanks! My husband got a puncture on his way home from work 

yesterday so popped down and they sorted it for him - saved him from getting the tram this 

morning! 🙂” 
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Zoom Workshops 

5 Workshops were held on Zoom – 4 of them provided step by step instructions a few days 

before Celebrate week to encourage people to use the packs to make their windows, doors 

and pavements part of the art trail.   

Online workshops and previous festival recordings are on our YouTube site:  

Celebrate YouTube videos 
 

Zooms included:  

• An introduction to Digital Art as a wellbeing tool with Shanali Perera 

• How to make Celebrate festival window flowers from paper plates with Mandy 

Cleveland  

• How to use your Celebrate art pack: lots of general art tips (printed supplement 

supplied in the pack) and a tutorial on making flowers from old books from Alison 

Greyer 

• Stitched Up produced a ‘5 Ways to Fly your Flag’ zoom tutorial with 5 different skill 

levels for participants to make a decoration for the art trail from their pack.     
 

 

 
 

Outdoor Face-to-face activities 

• Alexandra Park Heritage Group guided walk (4 guides with 5 group members each) 

and refreshments from Coffee Cranks – funded by a £100 small grant from Celebrate 

• Age-friendly walkabout. (unfunded) local older residents visited the bench art trail 

• Women’s Keep Fit session: regular class is rule of 6 – the Celebrate week session was 

held outside and promoted for up to 15 attendees. Wellbeing packs distributed.  

 

    

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDswIiMUo6-_i9ShnFmhZuA
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As part of Celebrate Connections and funded by one of the small Celebrate community 

grants, Trafalgar Court residents applied for the small grant to buy hanging baskets and plants 

for their housing scheme - and worked with Friends of Tibetan Kitchen to create amazing 

colourful hanging baskets. 

Tibetan Kitchen also facilitated 2 Macramé workshops outside their café/takeaway with a 

Celebrate grant.  

Another Celebrate community funded project was from the Alexandra Park Heritage Group, 

who led free guided tours, sharing the history of the park. 

4 volunteer guides led groups of up to 6 in line with Covid-safety guidelines around the 

buildings and noticeboards, sharing knowledge and information about the park and the 

history behind the ‘Protest in the Park’ noticeboard and Legacy Projects - and ending the 

walks at the Pavilion café for tea, coffee and cake. 

A Celebrate funded workshop formed part of the art trail with local artist Jan Hanson and 

sign writer Christine Johnson. They designed 11 signs to attach to the Whalley Range age-

friendly benches and outside JNR8 - and a chalk your own message in Manley Park. People 

chose inspirational quotes/words, lines from a local poet and songwriter, references to famous 

folk of the Range - and words of kindness and welcome! 
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Joining the Whalley Range Celebrate Art Trail and Festival Houses 

4 local artists decorated the outside windows of 9 Whalley Range homes across the ward to 

encourage neighbours and families to join the Art Trail. People of all ages collected creative 

packs from JNR8 on our two ‘Open Days’. The packs contained printed instructions, stencils, 

paints, chalk - and more - to make a window and doorstep pavement display. Stitched Up put 

together a Fly your Flag sewing kit for flags and bunting, Wigan STEAM supplied seedling, 

growing and foraging creative boxes - and many ideas were shared on our online Zoom 

tutorials. People used the kits to create some amazing art to showcase - and others got 

together with their neighbours to Celebrate.  

We encouraged people to showcase their talent with family, friends and neighbours and gave 

away doorway puppet theatres to little ones – which have been a great success: “She loved 

the one which is a doorway puppet show hanger. I was amazed to see her making stories on 

her own when I told her what exactly is about the hanger. She pretends to host a puppet show 

and used her small toy animals for this show all by herself. I absolutely loved seeing her 

hidden talent after making her aware about the use of that hanger.” 

We originally planned to hold a procession on the final day of Celebrate Connections – but 

didn’t feel the time was right because of the uncertainty around Covid numbers and how we 

would risk assess the event. 
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School Workshops and Artist Co-ordination 

Celebrate Workshop Co-ordinator Lotte Karlsen created a Pinterest board with lots of arts 

and craft ideas on how to get houses and streets taking part in the art trail - and sent a call out 

for artists and contributors - both to our regular local Celebrate artists/workshop providers 

and new contacts.  

The call out was sent out via WRCF mailing lists, local mutual aid/WhatsApp groups, 

WRCF/Celebrate and Alexandra Arts Facebook, WRCF website and WRCF/Age-friendly 

and Celebrate Twitter.  

 

4 festival creatives and artists were briefed by Lotte to work with a few selected houses in 

Whalley Range to decorate their windows or the front of their house from the outside - so 

neighbours would be inspired to decorate theirs - and they were matched with 9 households 

who volunteered to be part of the art trail. 

The windows looked fantastic and inspired some people to hold Celebrate street parties with 

neighbours! 

 

4 of the artists who replied to the call out hosted Zoom workshops – 3 were pre-festival 

workshops with guides to using the contents of the creative packs and one was a digital art 

for wellbeing taster session. 
 

Lotte contacted staff at 3 of the Whalley Range primary schools, with an initial offer based 

on a choice of Rangoli and mandala chalk art and flag making school workshops - to 

encourage children and families to participate in the Celebrate Connections art trail.  

Two schools took up the offer; one requested the chalk stencils and Rangoli/Mandala 

sessions with Lotte and Stitched Up made flags and bunting with both schools.  

8 workshops were provided in total. 

 

Feedback was positive: 

Pupil A: "I think we should do it every day because sewing is fun." 

Pupil B: "It was good to do something different to usual." 

Pupil C: "It was a relaxing way to spend the morning." 

Pupil D: "It really helped to calm me down." 
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Teacher comment: "It was lovely for the children to do something practical and useful and 

to have the chance to develop their creativity. We all really enjoyed the morning and had a 

productive time." 

Teacher comment: “We were contacted and offered workshops to contribute towards the 

Celebrate Festival in Whalley Range. Both workshops were fully resourced and well 

organised. Pupils were informed about the festival within their local community.  

Lotte and Sarah (Stitched Up) were both punctual and professional in their conduct with 

pupils and adults.  

They engaged the children well and demonstrated the skills that they wanted the pupils to 

develop and practise. At the end of the day, families were talking together about the 

pavement art and the upcoming festival. We were pleased to be invited to contribute and 

would enjoy participating in events in the future.” 

 
 

Lotte Karlsen: Alexandra Arts https://www.alexandra-arts.org.uk/                

E: hello@alexandra-arts.org  

 

Stitched up https://stitchedup.coop/   

E: hello@stitchedup.coop 

https://www.alexandra-arts.org.uk/
mailto:hello@alexandra-arts.org
https://stitchedup.coop/
mailto:hello@stitchedup.coop
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CELEBRATE share talents report on DOORSTEP music and POP up events. 

13 musicians came to 16 different events, playing at 28 different spots across Whalley Range, 

accompanied by two banners highlighting the CELEBRATE CONNECTIONS link, made at 

workshops at JNR8, a local Youth and Community Centre. 

Locations included a church, a chapel, a local social club, a nursing home, a residential care 

home for the elderly, a care home for those with very severe Learning disability, two 

sheltered housing complexes and a sheltered bungalow scheme, spread across 15 different 

streets in Whalley Range. 

CONNECTIONS 

Isolated individuals had music played personally for them on individual doorsteps, at 

Sheltered Housing and Residential and Nursing Homes across the ward. 

Neighbours came out to listen to music and re connected with each other. 

Every event had at least two volunteer stewards from the local community. 

One event took place in a street that has newly been added to the ward (Alexandra Ave) 

connecting residents there to the community activities in their new ward. 

PARTICIPATION 

Total number of participants was in excess of 400 residents. In addition, many passers-by 

also were able to enjoy the music and see the CELEBRATE CONNECTIONS banners. This 

enabled highlighting of the wellbeing impact to many more people and demonstrated the 

connections between people, especially linking those who had been isolated with the outside 

world. 

The youngest participant was a baby in arms (at the music in Dudley Road) and the oldest 

participants were in their 90’s at a local nursing home. Residents and staff who were not able 

to get to the garden room listened through the open windows. This music was uplifting the 

music was for hard pressed staff working in Residential Care facilities, which was an extra 

bonus. They too have been isolated and have had to reduce the activities for their residents. 

Typical comments: “The music was so relaxing” “It spoke to my heart” (from the Turkish 

concert) 

WELLBEING and ISOLATION 

The musicians played on doorsteps to people who had been isolated and for Residents of 

Nursing Homes and Residential Care Facilities. We had considerable positive feedback at the 

time from those who have been isolated, especially because of shielding.                         
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Many comments indicated that the music enabled them to begin to connect safely with the 

neighbourhood and outside world again. 

Typical comments: “Thanks for welcome music and friendly people” (from an elderly Indian 

lady who lives alone and has hardly been outside (Shielding resident) 

“Thank you for yesterday, it was so lovely” (From an older woman shielding because of 

health issues) (Shielding resident) 

 “Thanks for last night's busking. It was amazing. It’s been so long since I last heard live 

music. I loved the choice of songs. Would you please pass on my thanks to the 

busker…Thanks everyone for a magical moment.” (Shielding resident) 

 “Residents and staff enjoyed the music so much…brought together residents who would not 

normally interact with each other, an activity to focus on in the garden together…they spent 

the whole evening smiling. All residents have been shielding for 18 months, a concert of their 

own was a lovely way to celebrate…” (Staff report from Home for people with Learning 

Disability) 

The first photo includes a lady who had been very isolated, who came out of her house to join 

in.   

     

Nursing Home residents, others listening through the open windows, staff also upstairs  

Busker at one of the venues he played at with shielding resident. 

People could enjoy the music in their slippers… 

 

Celebrate Connections concerts 

June 12th, 11:00 am. St. Margaret’s Church: Country and 

Eastern music with local star Paula Darwish and Serpil 
Kiliç, a singer and musician from the wonderful 

Mediterranean cafe. 
 

June 12th, 2:00 pm. Manley Methodist Church: Lanlon in 

the Wood Music with pictures and stories for all the family. 
 

June 19th, 17:30 pm. Carlton Club: The Darley quartet. 

Philosopher Laurence and his mellow cello joined by three 

musical friends to bring you early evening strings. 
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Image chalked on the street during a concert as a child was inspired by the music! 

 

Turkish folk from Paula Darwish, Serpil Kiliç and Seve Zer, at St Margaret’s Church 

 

The Darley Quartet performed at the Carlton Club as part of Celebrate Connections 

 

Thanks to the Buskers: 

Casey Birks, Henry Colquhoun, Des Basterfield, Mica Sinclair,  

Dave Taylor and James Thompson. 

 

 

“I went to first culture event today since covid lockdown isolation at                    

St. Margaret’s Church. Performing was a beautiful Turkish/Kurdish 

Folk Trio ... 🎵 

The event was gorgeous music... I was transported into a heavenly 

place!” 
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Health and Wellbeing and Age-friendly Whalley Range  

 

 
 

One of the regular features of the Celebrate Festival is the health and wellbeing marquee, 

shared with Age-friendly Whalley Range. The marquee provides information from GP’s, 

wellbeing services, health checks and information stalls, including services who support older 

residents and active ageing. 

Although we were unable to provide our usual information and support, the main focus of 

Celebrate Connections was to bring people together safely as a community, address mental 

wellbeing, isolation and loneliness which has affected many of us during the pandemic, and 

provide music and resilience courses. 
 

Many residents – particularly those with long-term health conditions - have spent a lot of 

time shielding and self-isolating at home – and the lifting of the lockdown restrictions has 

affected people’s confidence with concerns and anxieties about ‘stepping out’ again.  

Resilience Coach Debra McCallion has been running small, friendly workshops to help build 

confidence, help re-connect with life again and lift spirits and positivity. 15 people (5 in each 

group) have attended the 5-week workshops to date. The diverse nature of the groups meant 

that people who might otherwise not come together in a group could find common ground 

with others in the community, over the challenges of lockdown and the anxieties of emerging.  

A quote from a group member: “It’s been very helpful: made me much more self-aware and 

has given me useful tools for managing my life better” 

The Wellbeing packs we provided were very much appreciated and included the buzz 5 ways 

to wellbeing booklet and support information, gentle exercise DVD and resistance bands, 

lavender spray, mindful art book, slippers, a notebook and more. It was good to connect with 

lots of new faces and we strengthened existing and developed new partnerships with housing 

schemes, community groups and residents. 

 

Age-friendly Whalley Range planned a socially distanced walk around the benches to look at 

the art placards which were created as part of the Celebrate art trail. The group walk included 

a planned printed route along decorated benches with our volunteer age-friendly/Celebrate 

photographer, Anthony Morris.  

We met people (including those with reduced mobility) at specified benches and discussed 

the signs and usefulness of benches for mobility/exercise. At one of our Celebrate 

Workshops, local artist Jan Hanson and sign writer Christine Johnson created the signs and 

local people chose 10 inspirational quotes/words. 
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A sign was attached to the fence in Manley Park with chalk for children to write 

their own words… 
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Promotion and Publicity 

Printed publicity included 25 A3 colour posters, 100 A4 colour posters and 100 A5 flyers.  

We printed less than usual as people were still not venturing out as much - and a lot of 

community venues were still closed or only had a reduced number of visitors for Covid-safety.  

The posters were put in shop windows and on trees in the area, by committee members who 

also distributed the programmes to events and local community venues. Shops/cafes gave out 

the programmes to customers. 

Residents and PTA’s promoted the festival too - and one resident put a thank you note on her 

gate to show her appreciation for her Celebrate wellbeing pack 😊 

 

The Celebrate programme was printed prior to the start of the festival week and featured details 

of the Celebrate Connections pre-festival face-to-face and Zoom workshops, details of the 

week of events and activities - and was included in the creative packs and sent out/uploaded 

via the various social media platforms: websites, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Instagram. 

 

Local traders advertised their businesses in the programme, and information about JNR8 

activities from the different groups who share the building was promoted. Promotion of the 

music at care homes and on doorsteps etc was only shared in advance via WhatsApp and 

Mutual Aid groups for confidentiality and safeguarding. 

                                            
Health & Safety:  
 

All activities were risk assessed for Covid-safety in line with government guidelines.  

Celebrate indoor performance organisers worked with venue staff and their own Covid-safe 

building requirements, e.g. wearing of masks, social distancing and limited audience numbers.  

Activities and events were held outdoors where possible - or in well ventilated buildings. 

 

Indoor sessions and workshops adopted the ‘Rule of Six’ - and as part of the Celebrate small 

grant application form we added a disclaimer: “We agree to risk assess our Celebrate 

Connections event/activity and follow the latest government recommendations and COVID-19 

safety guidelines. https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus “ 
 

 

Feedback and recommendations 
 

We received lots of positive feedback from people who received the creative packs. Some of 

the children who attended JNR8 to collect a pack said they were so happy with the art materials 

as they had been bored during the holidays and their parents couldn’t afford to take them out 

or buy them things. Parents echoed this: because people had been unable to work, finances 

were tight - and because we had sourced lots of materials cheaply from a charity we were able 

to give out some amazing resources – including the wellbeing pack contents.  

 

 

 
 

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
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Some of the feedback shared at the post-Celebrate evaluation meeting: 

 The art trail and map would benefit from more information and start and ending points. 

 It was difficult to confirm locations of the artwork and music venues as the programme 

needed to be with the printer before all the artists houses and art locations were identified.  

In addition, the doorstep concerts were for vulnerable residents - so not advertised in advance. 

 Providing festival packs worked well in terms of bringing new people in and informing 

them about Celebrate as we included a flyer and programme in the packs. 

 The bench art and walks were well received - and on request we have left the art placards 

on the benches as they became a talking point and identifiable meeting place. 

 If we use a similar format prior to future Celebrate events we should try to cover more of 

the ward, e.g. with artists houses. 

 Arrange more Pop-up music events, e.g. at the Coop etc. to involve/inform  

 Make sure we have clear brief for roles and good communication: e.g. misunderstandings 

with one school workshop meant children took their artwork home to display - rather than the 

school displaying the art as part of the art trail.  

 In future we need to make the art trail more prominent to get more people involved. 

 Could do more on social media in the lead up to the festival                                                                          

 Include MAP in packs, and feedback forms. 
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Huge thanks as always to our volunteers and supporters who made 

Celebrate Connections a success! 

 

Although circumstances meant we had to do things differently this year, we provided lots of 

activities and support, made new friends and partnerships and raised the profile of Celebrate, 

WRCF and JNR8 activities and worked with other local groups to develop and strengthen 

partnerships. 

 

Co-op support 

We were contacted via the Celebrate Festival Facebook page by the Co-op prior to festival 

week by Withington Road Co-op store manager Liam Nicholls and colleague Darren who 

offered support for the event. We shared information about our plans - which they sent to 

head office – and a team member sent boxes of resources to add to our creative packs!  

Co-op resources: colouring books and pencils, aprons and fabric pens, recycling trail activity, 

personalised window box and happy jar activity  

On the final day of Celebrate the team held a Celebrate Connections event outside the 

Withington Road store with entertainment, local co-op causes, local businesses hosted stalls, 

music and giveaways, and staff handed out our Celebrate posters and programmes. 

 

Thanks to Chorlton Arts Festival (11th - 19th September 2021) 

Our Celebrate Connections Whalley Range Art Trail creative packs included Mandala and 

Rangoli stencils – to inspire people to make their own art outside their houses as part of the 

trail. Chorlton Arts Festival donated 50 copies of their fantastic Mandala colouring in books 

for our creative packs, designed and printed by Chorlton Arts in collaboration with buzz - for 

the children of Chorlton and people living with mental health issues in the community. 

https://chorltonartsfestival.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Outline-book-20-page-V2-Web-only.pdf  

 

 
 

Special thanks to 
 

 The Celebrate Steering Group, Anthony Morris (for fabulous photos), Nathalie Mullen, 

Fiona Nicholls and Marcus Graham for the art trail map, Liam Nicholls (Co-op Manager), 

Debra McCallion of Brighter Days Training, Peter Topping (CAF), Whalley Range Mutual 

Aid & WhatsApp groups, Tibetan Kitchen, Story Scouts, Mandy Cleveland, Charlotte 

McAleese, Alex Levene, Alison Greyer, Barney Ibbotson, Stitched Up, Jamie Rennie, Shelli 

Le Fay, Angela Downing and Alexandra Park Heritage Group, Dave Taylor, Des Basterfield, 

Avril Danczak, Matt Creighton, Manley Park Church, St. Margaret’s Church, the Carlton 

Club, Dawn Harris, Laura Cassidy and Yasmin Holgeth, Vic Scholes for participating and 

promoting Celebrate - and everyone else who got involved with and supported   

Celebrate Connections! 

https://chorltonartsfestival.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Outline-book-20-page-V2-Web-only.pdf
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Contact us to get involved in future events: 

 

Celebrate, c/o JNR8 Youth & Community Centre, 

82 Cromwell Avenue, Whalley Range, 

Manchester, M16 0BG 

0161 881 3744 

https://www.whalleyrange.org   

 

  https://www.facebook.com/CelebrateFestivalWhalleyRange  

 

 

Festival Co-ordinators Christine Ricard and Lotte Karlsen 

 June 2021 

 

 

    

 

https://www.whalleyrange.org/
https://www.facebook.com/CelebrateFestivalWhalleyRange

